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Educational Technology, Campus Culture, 
and the Roadblocks to Innovation

Lauren Herckis  Carnegie Mellon University
lrhercki@cmu.edu      @LaurenInDaField

Today’s Agenda
9am Educational Technology, Campus Culture, and the 

Roadblocks to Innovation: Results of Recent Research
9:50 Q&A
10:05 The Nature of “Good Teaching”: What does it mean to 

be a good professor?
10:45 Bio Break
10:55 “Good Teaching” and the Adoption of Ed Tech
11:25 Research Results: Identity and Instructional Choices
11:55 Lunch
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Motivation for this study – background

Widely adopted, 
sustained, and improving  
innovations in teaching 
and learning

This raised the question…

What are the major institutional and cultural 
roadblocks to instructional innovation?

At Carnegie Mellon?
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If one wants to move beyond platitudes 
about an institutional culture…

Do some serious 
anthropology.

A mixed-methods 
anthropological  
approach

Semi‐
Structured
Interviews

Survey

Ethnographic 
Observation
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Original Idea Established Idea

EngagementDr. Song, a colleague from another 
department in the College of 
Engineering, comes to you for advice. 
She has an idea for a module which 
she wants to develop over the next two 
months which could improve student 
performance in her class. How many 
hours a week do you think is a 
reasonable commitment for Dr. Song to 
make to this effort? 

“Faculty resistance”: a widely cited roadblock

"You can't do this without continuous support unless 
you devote your life to it. I love education. I love this 
sort of stuff but I don't want to give up my other 
intellectual interests. As it is, I spend at least a full 
day every week on doing this."

“If a change goes even slightly badly, you're going to 
have 200 students complaining about an instructor 
that's not tenured. I mean… this is a disaster!”
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Results: Organizational Challenges

Four challenges: 

• Cycles out of sync

• Adopting others’ modes of teaching

• Risks of innovation

• Complexity of human collaborations

Challenge #1: Cycles out of SyncTime
Faculty Institutional Support

Classroom 
Renovation

Classroom 
Renovation

Software 
Changes

Software 
Changes

Software 
Changes

Teaching 
Support 
Changes

Teaching 
Support 
Changes

Mainframes

PC / Macs

Smartphones

Social Media

Technology

Grad Student

Assistant Professor

Tenured Professor

Seasoned Professor
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Challenge #1: Experiencing cycles out of sync

"I used to use something called Flash, but Flash is outdated. Now 
there is Vimeo and other video websites that make it easy, but those 
are proprietary. Does the university own them? Often, if you use the 
free services, they’re housed at their website. What happens if you 
leave?"

“There was a decision by fiat. They did not talk to any of the faculty 
who consistently used video tape. They just said, "It's too old." They 
pulled all the VCRs. Individual departments who had instructors who 
frequently used video tapes, they just collected some machines. 
They still get used on a reasonably regular basis. But as far as 
the university is concerned, it was old technology and gone."

Challenge #2: Adopting others’ modes of teaching

Willingness to Adopt 
Content Delivery 

from Others

Willingness to Adopt 
Practice Exercises 

from Others

Exposure to 
Learning Research

~0

+

Individual’s 
Experiences

-

+ +

~0

“Good 
Teaching”
“Good 

Teaching”
Good Teaching = 
Content Delivery
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Challenge #2: Experiencing others’ modes of teaching

“I had a professor when I was an undergrad… and I really enjoyed 
his lecturing style, and I really paid very close attention. And I 
thought to myself at the time, "If I ever have to teach, this is how I 
want to teach" …So it goes way back to whenever, in 1975 or 
something like that.” 

“There are journals dedicated to it. There's communities out there. 
There's a lot of stuff on the Web. There are a number of people who 
have written books. Resources everywhere on people who tried 
different things. Many of them actually try to do this in a rigorous 
sort of scientific way ... I'm always a little skeptical of the data 
there."

Challenge #3: Risks of innovation

Promotion and Tenure 
Criteria

Need for Personal 
Identity Affirmation

Desire for Good 

Student Evaluations

+

Willingness to Innovate

-
-

+
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Challenge #3: Experiencing risks of innovation

"You’re going to have to know how to use this 
system well enough that you’re not an 
embarrassment to yourself, in front of your 
students. So that’s your number one 
challenge."

Challenge #4: Complexity of human collaborations
Stages

1. Innovation

2. Realization/Development

3. Pilot Testing

4. Iterative Improvement

Coordination and Communication Risks

Innovator

Programmers
Subject Experts Instructional 

Designers

ProgrammersInstructors

Data 
CollectionAV / Tech

ProgrammersInstructors Data 
Collection
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Brownson, Ross C., Graham A. Colditz, and Enola K. Proctor. Dissemination and implementation 
research in health: translating science to practice. Oxford University Press, 2012.

The Parallel in Medicine:

“The biomedical research community seemed to assume 
that the journals that they published in were fully digested 
by clinicians, and thus the work to get science to the 
masses was accomplished.” 

Implementation Science
For

Evidence Based Medicine

• The degree to which actual programs, including their 
procedures, are delivered as intended by the developers and 
match the original protocol

• Important Considerations

– Distinguish between core elements (active ingredients) 
and ancillary features (e.g., training schedules) 

– Elements should be discrete and operationalizable

Starting Point: Fidelity Testing
A Common Method in Biomedicine

Funded by ProSEED
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Developing a Fidelity Testing Protocol

• Develop constructs related to fidelity and protocol 
observation instruments

• Develop implementation validity checklist
• Validate observation instruments and fidelity 

measure

An iterative process of team-based discussions and 
analysis of field notes collected by trained observers

• Students Learn –
 Decimal place value
 Comparing decimal magnitude
 Ordering decimals
 Placing decimals on a number 

line
 Adding decimals

Decimal Point – McLaren, Mayer, Forlizzi, Adams

• Students Play –
 A series of amusement park 

“mini-games”
 The next game in sequence
 With fantasy characters
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• 5th and 6th grade students 

• Single player

• No points or competition

• No “levels”

A relatively simple, 
straightforward game

Decimal Point – McLaren, Mayer, Forlizzi, Adams

• Results reveal a clear benefit to learning with an educational 
game

– Game students learned more
– Game students enjoyed their experience more

• Lower prior knowledge students benefited more

• An example of a rigorous media comparison study that shows the 
benefit of learning mathematics with an educational game!

Decimal Point Media Comparison Study: Conclusions
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Production of A Replicable Protocol

• Answers calls for increased methodological rigor in education 
research (Misset and Foster 2015)

• Provides a pathway to consistent reporting of fidelity in ed tech 
research (Escueta et al 2017)

• Pilots a protocol for the development and validation of fidelity of 
implementation tools, which can be used for a wide variety of 
evidence-based educational technologies

• Facilitate diffusion, adaptation, derivative product development, 
scalability, and sustainability of educational technologies

Thanks to: 

Lehigh Valley Association of Independent Colleges
The Teagle Hybrid Learning Project
Carnegie Mellon’s Simon Initiative

The Carnegie Corporation of New York
The ProSEED Awards

Lauren Herckis, Simon Initiative Research Faculty, Dietrich College of Humanities & Social 
Sciences, Human-Computer Interaction Institute lrhercki@cmu.edu @LaurenInDaField
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Results of Recent Research:

Faculty Identity and Instructional Innovation

Funded by the Carnegie Corporation of New York 
and the POD Network

Professors are teachers

“As a professor and not just a researcher, they 
have to also be able to teach.”
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What does it mean to be a good professor?

“I mean I think that there are many different ways to be a 
good instructor, to be a good teacher, and that it really 
depends on a person's personality. And that one of the 
mistakes that a lot of people make is that they try and 
model themselves after somebody else who they thought 
was a good teacher, but isn't really themselves. Except 
that’s my father's opinion, that's where I got it from.”

What does it mean to be a good professor?

“I said, I really love your class! And she said, ‘Thank you, I 
work really hard to make sure I switch things up every 15 or 
20 minutes, and bring in examples that you guys can relate 
to…’ I was shocked! I thought she was just really cool 
and loved anthropology.”
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Professors learn to teach by teaching

“Part of it also is having assembled enough experiences of 
watching students, trying to figure out what are the main 
things that trouble students.”

Skepticism (of alternatives)

“You could generate a version of a 45-minute lecture that I 
would give that would embed the clips, which would 
basically be me giving the lecture, and then you click here 
to see the different examples, which could even be 
footnoted, and you could link it to other sources, and you 
could – it's not that that might not be useful. But I don't 
think it's a substitute for the actual face-to-face 
classroom experience. I don't.”
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Skepticism (of the research)

“There are journals dedicated to it. There's 
communities out there. There's a lot of stuff on the 
Web. There are a number of people who have written 
books. Yeah, just resources everywhere of people who 
tried different things. Many of them actually try to do 
this in a rigorous sort of scientific way where they'll 
teach two sections using different techniques and 
measure the results. I'm always a little skeptical of 
the data there.”

Skepticism (of the research)

“I just don’t think that’s how it’s done in my discipline. I 
never saw anyone teach like that.”

“I have a doctorate in curriculum and instruction. Don’t you 
think that means that I know more about those things than 
you do?”
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When Expectations Compete
“We are going to ask them to use the same syllabus. We know it works, 
and they all agreed on it.”

“If you don’t tinker with the class, it gets really boring. You’ve got to 
switch things up.”

“If forced to adopt an online interactive textbook, I can ignore it at will 
– my own teaching style is a little like the Socratic method; I ask 
questions and we have conversations. They are not wedded to a 
textbook.”

Competing Metrics of Success

“How can you know if you’re achieving your learning goals 
without good assessments?”

“You know when you’re doing it right because you can see 
it on their faces.”
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Faculty Identity and Institutional Goals

• Teaching is central to faculty identity

• Practice is developed through lived experiences, 
often by trial and error

• Personal relationships and personal models play 
a big role

• Administrators, technologists, and accreditors 
are motivated to generalize; faculty to specialize

Implementing educational technologies

• What are the mental model(s) of good instruction 
that the faculty involved in the implantation bring to 
the table?
– Relational – focus on on interpersonal emotional bonds
– Content-Focused – focus on content delivery
– Measurable – focus on measurement of learning outcomes
– Practical – focus on choosing the right challenges for 

students to face
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Institutional policy

• Three different (and often competing) definitions 
of quality instruction and its importance
– Individual faculty’s view

– Institutional mission or strategic statement

– Quality instruction as assessed by the institution

• Policy should be to create an alignment among 
these three 

Thanks to: 

Lehigh Valley Association of Independent Colleges
The Teagle Hybrid Learning Project
Carnegie Mellon’s Simon Initiative

The Carnegie Corporation of New York
POD Early Career Researcher Award

Lauren Herckis, Simon Initiative Research Faculty, Dietrich College of Humanities & Social 
Sciences, Human-Computer Interaction Institute lrhercki@cmu.edu @LaurenInDaField


